I Am Lord Michael, coming to you today, not in the Persona of Archangel Michael, but
the Higher Consciousness of Him Who Administers to the Work of the Christ Who
Institutes to Secure and Concretize the Father’s Patterns in the Worlds of Meta-Matter
according to the Orders of Melchizedek and Michael. These Orders were sent to Earth
to reconcile the ‘Generations of the Adam/Lilith Kadmon Race’ in the Heavens with the
pre-Christed Experiments of the Adam/Lilith Kadmon Race in the material World.
I have Impressed Myself upon Peter, asking to Speak here today for as these Discourses
are beginning to expand beyond the realms of human understanding, there must now
be offered a little more help in developing the Consciousness of Humanity, while
consolidating the needs of this Greater Awareness of which I shall Speak of here today!
Indeed there is a need within this Alliance Council to comprehend that any interference
by outside Resources or Means, MUST, be kept to a Level of clear and contained
interaction as to not set into any motion that which will create a tangent of misdirectional influence to Our Divine Plan! When I say Our, I refer directly to the Offices
of Melchizedek, Metatron and Myself, All of which function within the Offices of the
Christ of which Jesus is the Acting Principle as The Son of Man as well as the Son Of
God!
The Messiahship of Christ and the Messiahship of Myself are intrinsically United; even
though Christ Jesus and Christ Michael are two unique Aspects of the Living Godhead,
serving the Holy Father, My Position is to Protect and Preserve the Seed of the Divine
Family (the Adam/Lilith Kadmon Divine Seed) from the fallen hierarchies in the lower
heavens. These fallen hierarchies are the Chief Lords of Light who rebelled against the
Father and who have the collective power as the local hierarchy to prevent Spiritual
Evolution on this Planet. You call them the Illuminati and the Cabal!
My Focus then, has been Wholly Concentrated upon those so called Cabal, who have
created and implemented many varying plans to destroy the Very Foundation of the
Father’s Light Work. These very destructive programs have included the introduction
of multiple weapons of mass destruction and the use of them for the dissemination of
heavy metals into the atmospheres around the Planet that enter the Earth, Air, Water
and very difficult for Fire to transmute. These have entered into the human bodies and
prevent any sort of Spiritual Advancement.
They have sort to destroy the Understanding of Nations by bringing them against each
other through the initiations of war both Nationally and Internationally, so that the
Universal, Transcendental Liberation of Consciousness is not achieved. There is still yet
another important branch of the Cabal hierarchy that has inferred, impeded, subdued
and delayed the Genetic capacity of Mankind, and which has influenced the
Consciousness Code Structures of the human mind with a ‘bottom-below
consciousness’ that has resulted in programs of Genetic and Spiritual inferiority.

To break their power and ‘set the captives free’ I have established a High Command
with the Constellation Fathers and the Councils of Light, so that Knowledge can speed
up and the Righteous of all Peoples upon Earth within All Nations can find their way
back into Partnership with the Individualized Expressions of the ‘I Am’ Presence within
mankind.
Melchizedek and I, manifest Spiritual and Scientific ‘a priori’ (knowledge that does not
require sense experience to be known to be true) Laws to the Planetary Realms which
are working with the Living Hierarchy. These Laws are manifested as part of a
mathematical and paraphysical family of generalized Principles used to sustain
Consciousness Creation, Inspiration, etc, which can (through Hierarchical guidance)
mathematically set in Order each of the Energy Meridians of the Human System.
These Laws of Consciousness are not only unfailingly Operative, but Omni-Interactive
for Governing of the complex, every day, mundane experiences of the Intelligences
Created here. In the overall Adamic drama however, Evolutionary Events in the
changing of Consciousness would build up to such intense levels that all the Righteous
Seed would perish if it were not for the Intervention of the Living Host of Adonai
‘Tsebayoth, under My Command. It is therefore the Goal sought after by opposing
hierarchical powers at the end of the Planetary Cycle; this Planetary Cycle now upon
you!
The Order of Michael, furthermore, Initiates Educational Endeavours, Educating even
the Council Members to Apply the Universal Laws to maintain Experimental Worlds,
such as Earth, within Protective Guidelines shared by Myself and Jesus the Christ of the
Office of the Christ. The sharing is necessary on the Highest Levels because new
changes take place from the top down in the Re-Ordering and Re-Training of the Over
Self or Higher Consciousness. This ‘Re-Ordering process’, under the Focus of the Father
and the Hierarchical Teachers of Myself and Jesus The Christ, allows for an Affinity to
develop between ‘untapped parts of the human mind’ and the Over Self-Mind through
which earlier, disjointed memory patterns and Spiritual Insights are brought together.
The Re-Organized and Re-Awakened mind is thus prepared to Work with the instant
medium of the Universal Mind and Memory Process of the Living Hierarchy. In these
experiences, memory is used to refocus on the Integrated Significance in the meaning
of all experiences through life in a given incarnation/embodiment. Hence, The Work of
the Office of Michael is based on the Comprehensive grasp and use of the
Interconnectedness of Reality between the mind and the Over Self-Mind.
From an understanding of non-dualistic, Cosmic Evolution, you can receive insights into
the Unifying Vehicle of the lower mind that permits the concept of the ‘Many and the
One’ to operate between ‘Fields of Seed Growth’ and Multidimensional Plantings of the
Tree of Life. The many bodies function according to the interconnection of the many
corresponding minds. Here one must think of the Ancient Paintings of the Masters with
many heads, each having a different Auric Field in relationship to each other and the

body. You must think of incarnation not only in the flesh, but also into many MatterEnergy Dimensions. Here you must understand that there is also a Higher Mind Reality
which gathers the perceptual Frames of Space and Time, such as other Star Nation
Experiences and Feeds it to this lifetime mind-set. So when you are told, ‘You Are Them
and They Are You’, this is what is being referred to.
As you Expand your Consciousness to Work with ‘perceptron’ particles (perceptual
Energy Mass in Control of Atomic and Subatomic Mass); that is, through a Visual, a
mental and a Spiritual simultaneity, such as your latest Visual depicting the Universe,
the Eye of God, The Scales, the Sword of Michael and the Blue and the White Flame
Substances, you can begin to realize how you can break the Time-Space Capsule that
used to store information in your mind, and how you can use a better selective factor
for any memory storage and retrieval. This I would encourage you to do as often as you
can, for this will allow you to break the time locks that have been placed around your
mental body programming!
Through ‘perceptron linkage’, you can actually go back or forward and experience your
other Energy Entities, past or future, that you have interacted with or have preordained
as part of your present interplay of this lifetime mind-set. You can therefore actually
resurrect within your mental computer, time-space incarnation frames which can be
reprocessed through biogenesis or the synthesis of substances by living organisms, so
you are no longer under the conditioning of previous life expressions. To give you an
example, your Louis Pastor explained that Biogenesis is the production of new living
organisms or organelles. Conceptually, biogenesis, the belief that complex living things
come only from other living things, by means of reproduction. But in this case and
within the references I Am speaking of, this Biogenesis relates to complex living things
come from other complex living things through the Transference of Energy
Consciousness.
Here, prediction and retrodiction (the explanation or interpretation of past actions or
events inferred from the laws that are assumed to have governed them), are important
in that they are fused together by perceptual mass or ‘that which relates to the ability
to notice something or come to an opinion about something using your senses’. This
may be called a biological reversal, or it may also be called a resurrection of former lifedeath states. When We think of the lower mind, We See this as the linkage capsule
between the Divine Language Systems and the Language Systems of the mind-body
complex. The perceptual apparatus for the Higher Mind Reality of your Higher
Intelligence is the normal mind. The mind is localized in consciousness; consciousness
is not localized in the mind. Here the mind receives ‘images’ from an infinite number
of Higher Mind Realities that comprise of multiple Levels of the quanta Universal Mind.
To put it another way: Just as the mind can entertain mathematical and mythological
simulation, paradigm or patterning which is basically the dichotomy of Science and
Religion, some individuals who were the Priest-Scientists of history or who were the

sages, oracles, mystics, channels, clairvoyants, clairsentients, clairaudients and
alchemists, who many of you reading this were, could understand how the mind-space
could be elongated, and could understand that it was the necessary violation of
structure.
They knew that the mind could overcome the perceptual timeframes of mathematical
or mythological simulation, paradigm or patterning. Individuals who could work with a
‘priori logic’ and Transcendental Consciousness in general and could appreciate the
mental enlargement of the Mind-Space Continuum that could House many
Cosmological Factors. Even though they were not all actively used, the minds of some
individuals could be elongated to exist simultaneously on many perceptual levels. In
this modern age, it is not a question of hardware or software, of computers or
microcomputers, but more so now ‘Lightware’, breaking the matter-energy construct
of the mind, so that the mind is linked with the Higher Mind Reality, which begins with
the Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth Chakras:
• The Eighth Chakra; the template that can work with parallel dimensions.
• The Ninth Chakra, that can work with different language systems, coming from
parallel space-time frames;
• The Ninth and Tenth Chakras together, that can actually work with the collective
consciousness of evolutionary systems far beyond the finite level of creation that
Mankind occupies (i.e., in material creation).
The Higher Mind is a Second World of Consciousness Development, a Second World of
‘Advanced Intelligence’ as an Over Self-Governor - connecting the Planetary Mind-body
Complex with the functions of the Universal Mind. The Higher Mind works considerably
faster than the lower mind and interconnects with numerous Entities, Entities within
the Greater Universe. Hence the Levels of Consciousness that one must begin to
expand upon before they can move into the Realms of Christ Councils or the Circles of
Light! And it is this that I wished to bring some further clarity to you all today, for while
you still may not feel you are at these Levels of Higher Mind or Advanced Intelligence,
it is not that you are not there yet, just that you have not yet accepted these Levels of
Advancement held within your Adam/Lilith Seed Consciousness held within your DNA
Encodements. This you need to know, and now you are one step closer to knowing
this Greater Reality if you did not know it before!
As you can appreciate Dear Souls, this is a very simplified overview of what is in fact a
very complex and detailed matter. You may see more information through the Work
of J. J. Hurtak and His Manuscripts of ‘The Twelfth Study in the Series of Teachings on
the Holy Sephiroth of the Tree of Life – Michael.’
I bring all this to you today to help you All, including the Galactic Emissaries of Light to
know that any action, through any sort of Advanced Technology either used on behalf

of humanity or indeed for the development for the use by humanity MUST go through
the correct channels, before passing on to this Human Evolutionary Path. Agreements
have to be reached and entered into on All Levels of Dimensions beforehand, to
safeguard humanity from falling into any recycling of human consciousness that is not
for the Greatest Good of Their Advancements into the Higher Realms of the New
Adam/Lilith Kadmon Man and Woman Human Race! This New Planetary Cycle is vital
to stay on track whereby mankind must take FULL Control of its Own Evolutionary Path
here! And so I have introduced what I have today for this reason, so that those who
are sufficiently Aware can take the next Advancement of Steps toward the Removal of
All Constraints that have held humanity back until now.
I tell you technology can be used for good or bad and without the correct levels of
engagement, through the Correct Authorities of the Cosmic Laws many such
technologies can be used against the Advancement of the Adam/Lilith Kadmon Human
Race, just as those technologies have been given to mankind by the ‘Greys’ and other
dark forces in exchange for tens of thousands of human soul experimentations. These
technologies have been and continue to be used against the present Human Race as
forms of war, control and sustained surveillance. Use of such things are NOT
ACCEPTABLE any longer! Full Stop! War machines and machinations are soon to be
things of the past!
Let’s move on!
Peter, you shall remember when We spoke together the last time back in 2008, through
My Earth Sister and Consort, that this work you are doing aligns very much to Me,
Michael, the Cosmic Christ of the Mik-ha-EL Lineage. It is equally in Alignment with the
Offices of Lord Melchizedek and Lord Metatron. That Work, this Work is all about the
Councils of Twelve, also called the Circles of Light. You were told that these Councils
shall be Lifted as if they were High upon the Mountain Tops, as Beacons of Light for
Service to those that live in the darkness or who live within the shadows that hold them
dormant within Spiritual denial. You were told of a Vision that was presented to Our
Dear Sister that depicted these Councils, where Dear Souls were drowning in a blood
red sea, and ‘Hands of Light’ would reach down from the Mountain Tops and grasp the
hands of those drowning, Lifting them up into the Light. An analogy or correlation
perhaps, but in Truth, one that from a Biblical depiction, allows for those now moving
into positions of Christed Human Beings, held within the Formations of Living Circles of
Light is True enough in its illustration and interpretation!
You, Your Brothers and Sisters and your Over Lighting Teams have Created ‘a priori’
Research Laboratory within your lives where you are using the Very Laws that have
been spoken of above. And in this there is a lot scurrying and zooming about in the
Higher Councils of Light, trying to keep up with the changes that are being made as a
result of your Work. Meetings are going on ‘around your clock’, and every Transition
that is being made, is being monitored, watched and measured, with a Great Deal of

scrutiny, examination, inspection, deliberation, reflection and calculation. These
Alliance Council Formations and the Evolving Discourses are setting a great deal into
motion now, for the Higher Advanced Intelligent Consciousness’, Who Administers to
the Work of Our Trinitized Offices of the Christ so that We can now more fervently,
Institute and Establish a Greater Security so as to Concretize the Father’s Patterns into
this New Erthe World. You have Our Attention Dear Hearts and that is another reason
Why I have made My Presence Known to you today!
What is becoming very clearly into Our Focus, is that humanity is upon a Threshold of a
huge radical change, due to what is transpiring upon Earth today. And this is what is
being contemplated on All Levels of Dimensional Realities As We Speak. To such a
degree in fact, that there is mention once again about the Re-Writing of some of the
Human Akashic Records in Advance of Time Cell changes, to radically change the
direction of Human Evolution.
As you will Know this was spoken of in detail a decade ago, and it is resurfacing again
now for even Greater Consideration for Compassionate Purposefulness. However,
before We can come to any final Decision for this, the Christ Councils and Circles of
Light must become a Reality! For True change is only achieved through SelfEmpowerment. And that is Humanity’s Responsibility now. The ‘Gates’ of the
Heart/Mind cannot be opened by force or fear. Love in Faith, and without expectation,
is the Key NOW! Great Progress can proceed with Love and Honouring the wonders of
Your Unified Core. Yes, We encourage you Peter with these New Council
Connections, to continue with Their Merging and Emerging, releasing again any weight
of scepticism and divisive judgment of those who suffer unaware in the mire of duality.
Centre in tranquillity then and spend time in Close Focus with the Ascension of 12.
All True Councils, as you know, have a 13th Member or Component - the Central
connection to the Next Level in Higher Consciousness, as well as the Twelve who Attract
and Reflect the Communal Focus of Heart Feeling and Mind Conceptualization. This is
the Core of Effective Councils, even if the 13th is a Titular conception and not an
incarnate/discarnate Presence. The usefulness of all such Councils, to work beyond
ego positioning and fear paradigms, requires a Communal Focal Point. Just as this
ENACA Alliance Council has done. This Central Focus needs to be accepted by All
Members beyond judgment and beyond criticism. The next Council We wish to see is
that of 12 Human Beings in Circle, that is your Goal!
Such equanimity is achieved only with the Consensus of All Members at the Heart/Mind
Level of ‘Absolute Faith’. These balances have been extremely rare in human
experience and thus are beyond common conceptualization as you have found over the
years, as with the merging of any Core Concept. It is only now, that a new potential
has risen, showing in the Work achieved through the Elemental Grace Alliance Council
that which needs to be created anew, but next time with those in human form, to create
the Template for others to emulate. The merging narrative and story is to be

encapsulated in print so that not only you Peter, but others who Aspire to Council
functioning can read of this ‘process’ and how it expands Organically, as well as
Spiritually within the Synthesis of The Greater Whole of God’s Creations for the
Evolution of The New Adam and Lilith Kadmon Human Race.
And now, may this Picture be the Crown of Glory as the Masters Together are the Holy
Trinities, as the Star of David is placed Above the New Pyramidal Temples of The Sacred
White Fire Substance of the New Living Organisms.
The Key is Given to the Alignments of the Spiritual Body and the Body of the Holy Zohar,
They come to be as One Flame of Light, One Flame of Truth to Liberate the body of
Man, the Tabernacle of Spirit, the three-dimensional Living Pyramid, which is You, O
Son of Man.
Arise, O Son of Man, shed your garment of flesh, for Light has come upon you and the
very Glory of God has Shone Forth! You too, will Stand before the Elders and the
Father’s Divine Presence.
And now, may the Dove, the Voice of the Dove, the Divine Language of Light, bring
down the Living Scripture from the Divine Eye of God. And may You, as the Family of
God, offer the Chalice to the World, that they may drink of the Manna and the Soma;
for this is Your Body, and this is Your Blood, at the Table of the First Supper.
The Chrism Oils shall be upon Your head, and You shall dwell in the House of the Lord
Forever. And the Divine God Flame shall be upon You Forever. And the Divine White
Garments will be upon You Forever. And the Divine Language and Vibration and Song
of Shekinah will Weave through You, Forever. Let it continue, to Flow through You,
Flow over You, Flow under You, to the Left side and the Right side.
Let ‘You’ Become the Host, the body of the Adam/Lilith Kadmon, the Holy Sacrament,
the Garment of Light, which is put on the believer, the seeker, the teacher, when He
and She takes off the old garments of flesh!
Christ Jesus, Michael, Melchizedek and Metatron shall be with You, and Grace and Truth
will meet together with a kiss of Agape… Divine Love… and Divine Breath… and Divine
Joy… as We Sing unto all: Take of My Breath: Take of My Light: Take of My Crown of
Glory, O Blessed Ones in the Family of God, in the Work of David, in the Works of Jesus,
Metatron, Melchizedek and Michael together with ‘Israel’ in the Higher Worlds and in
the lower worlds and in all nations that have now been reconciled. And Now the
Hierarchy is here. Build Your Temples: Blow the Horns: Gather the Children: for the
Ascension has begun.
I Am Lord Michael, Lord of Light from the Trinitized Offices of the Christ.
KODOISH, KODOISH, KODOISH, ADONAI TSEBAYOTH

KODOISH, KODOISH, KODOISH, ADONAI TSEBAYOTH
KODOISH, KODOISH, KODOISH, ADONAI 'TSEBAYOTH
"Holy, Holy, Holy, is the Lord God of Hosts."
EHEYER ASHER EHEYER
I AM THAT I AM

